Australia in the Corporate
Image: A New Nationalism
PA U L JAMES

In 1972 Australian political culture was in a state of flux.
Two significant but superficially unconnected changes were in
process and these provide the dual focus from which this paper
begins. The most prominent of these, the “new nationalism” of
Labor’s electronic election campaign, seemed certain to sweep
the party to its first electoral victory in twenty-three years. For
many, the ALP slogan “It’s Time” symbolized a new sophis
tication, a euphoric hope for Australia’s “coming of age”. At the
same time, though instigated without any fanfare, the Australian
subsidiary of the world’s largest corporation, the wholly American
owned company Exxon1, was revamping its advertising campaign
in an attempt tb quash public questioning about the role of multi
nationals in Australia. Esso’s revised approach, with its long
term projections of trends in public thinking, was based on exten
sive market research. Like the ALP, who engaged Spectrum
International Marketing, Esso plugged into the cultural “mood”
through utilization of the burgeoning “knowledge industry”-—
particularly the opinion poll.
* With thanks to those people who suggested ways that I could push the
project much further than has in fact been achieved here, particularly
Geoff Sharp, Chris Healy, Patrick Wolfe, and Alison Ravenscroft.
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Esso had good reasons for disquietude. At the beginning of
the decade there was an inchoate tendency to associate oil com
panies with the recently highlighted problems of technological im
pact on the environment, and the depletion and inequitable control
of energy resources.2 An emerging concern within sections of the
Australian community over questions of national sovereignty be
came expressed in Labor’s revival of Jack McEwen’s exhortation
to “buy back the farm” . However the response in Australia was
shbdued in comparison with the nationalist assertions for economic
independence in many of the “new states” of the Third World.
Particularly in Latin America, the legislative curtailing of multi
national operations weIs - followed by the establishment of stateowned oil entities. In Australia, although the Gorton government
had in 1969 dropped the oil exploration subsidy to companies
which had no Australian equity, their previously guaranteed access
to the Australian market was not questioned.3 However, with
the possibility of a Labor government, the rhetoric of Rex
Connor’s economic nationalism, which appeared to international
investors as dangerously parallel to Third World radicalism, was
treated with increasing concern. The continuance of relatively
unfettered mining operations was and remains crucial to com
panies such as Esso. The general response of mining companies
to the possibility of nationalization by Third World governments
is indicated by the fact that since the early 1970s, 80 per cent of
total world expenditure on mineral exploration has been chan
nelled into four countries, all having stable government and
workforce: United States, Canada, South Africa, and Australia:4

. 1,. Esso Australia Ltd., „ is the Australian subsidiary of the Exxon
Corporation. Tn .1972 after much debate, “Exxon” was the world
•wide name chosen to replace “Standard Oil Company of New
■ • Jersey”, or “Standard Oil Trust” as it had been known since John
... D. Rockfeller set out to monopolize the petroleum^ industry in 1859.
•« ;
During the 1970s Exxon vied, with Qenerai Motors for the position
of largest company in the world. Interestingly Esso has not adver
tised itself with" “Australia” affixed after its narhe as many other
£
“Australian ’’ subsidiaries o f transnationals have done.
•2. -In the light of this it is not surprising that it has been oil companies
..... which have spent most heavily on .advertising.. -. In :the . U.S.A. in
1978, of the ten leading corporate .advertisers, seven were oil com
panies. Clemenger -.Advertising Company The Corporate Dilemma:
'' A ’Clemehger Report, October 1980, pA3.
3. See Robert Murray Fuels Rush In: Oil and Gas Tn Australia, Mel
bourne, Sun, 1972, pp.128-139.
” " 4. See Robert' Pollih, “ The!''Multinational'- Mineral Industry in • Crisis”,
• ; . Monthly RevieyV, April,1980, p.30; .'
•
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Moreover, Esso Australia was sensitive to evolving broad
community concerns. Responding to six-monthly surveys, the
Australian-owned advertising agency Fortune developed Esso’s
new campaign around the continuing slogan, “Esso. Energy for
Australia” .5 Television commercials featured well known cur
rent affairs personality Mike Willesee, and were aimed at over
coming considerable difficulties with Esso’s image. The new
strategy was a leap into what had become known in the United
States as corporate advertising. Esso’s campaign became a com
plex amalgam of mainstream corporate advertising (image
advertising) which aimed to create an awareness and favourable
perception of the company, and advocacy advertising which
tackled, particularly, the issue of the relationship of oil companies
to the environment. According to one advertising company’s
characterization, corporate advertising gives direction to know
ledge:
Corporate advertising should be part of a total corporate programme
involving actions and communication. And corporate advertising
should be seen as a long term investment. Attitudes are neither
formed of changed overnight. The most effective campaigns have
been running for years, and have been accepted by management as
an investment in the future.6

From 1962, when Esso had taken direct control of Atlantic
Union’s Australian operation and introduced its own brand at
service station outlets, Esso’s advertising in Australia had been
limited to the selling of petrol as a commodity. The company
was associated with the nationally neutral and internationally
propagated slogan, “Put a tiger in your tank.”7 In the United
States and in countries like Australia and the United Kingdom

5. See Kerry O’Shea, “Doing a BHP in Corporate Advertising”, Aus
tralian Financial Review, March 20, 1981.
Fortune Australia Pty. Ltd.,-based in Sydney, has an association with
Esso which' goes back to the early sixties. Fortune has grown to be
the largest predominantly owned advertising company in Australia,
in a market where agencies with American shareholding account or
two-thirds of total business and $660 million in billings. See Adver
tising News, March 14, 1980.
6. Clemenger Advertising Company, op. cit., pp.32-33.
'7 . Of course no symbol or phrase can remain ideologically neutral:
they assume meaning by association. Illustration of this is the
reaction of Phillip Adams (key figure in the advertising agency
Monahan Dayman Adams) to American advertising symbols. In a
forward to Mimmo Cozzolino’s Symbols of Australia (Ringwood,
Penguin, 1980) Adams writes:
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the Esso tiger became a comical fad with countless tiger tails
adorning the petrol caps of the nations’ cars. Even before the
demise of the tiger in 1968, executives of Exxon were conscious
of advertising as an ideological investment. Ernest Dichter,
architect, of Exxon’s international campaign, writing in the
Harvard Business Review* in 1962, was fully aware that the
means to overcoming cultural resistance depended on an “under
standing” of the countries in which a corporation operated. He
observed that companies with “foresight to capitalize on inter
national opportunities” must recognize that “cultural anthropology
will be an important tool of competitive marketing”. However,
the projected outcome of this was not the assimilation of inter
national firms into national cultures, but the creation of a “world
customer”. The idea of a global corporate village entailed the
management and reconstitution of parochial attachments to one’s
nation. It involved not a denial of the naturalness of national
attachments, but an internationalization of the way a nation de
fines itself.
Esso’s new campaign thus moved beyond selling petrol, and
eschewed the 1950s glorification of the car as in “The Esso sign
means happy motqring”. It involved the creation of a corporate
image which integrated Esso’s presence in Australia with broad
contemporary themes in the local culture. It will be argued
that this consciously created interlock of the image of the multi
national corporation with aspects of Australia’s national myth
ology, has itself over the last decade contributed to the
maintenance and evolution of those national themes. But para
doxically, during the same period it has reinforced Australia’s
international orientation.
“I defy any Oztralian to turn Mimmo’s pages without feeling the
goose bumps (if not the goose steps) of nationalism. True, many
Of the symbols are racist or involve" appalling puns. Yet somehow
they seem preferable to those of the 1980s where the overwhelming
majority of brands on our TV screen or supermarket shelves are
alien. . . . I’d love to see . . . Mickey Mouse, Esso’s tiger and
Uniroyal’s steel cat [given] their marching orders”, (p.13)
On the history of the Esso tiger see Nigel Ree, Slogans, London,
George Allen and Unwin, 1982.
8. E. Dichter, “The World Customer”, Harvard. Business Review, vol.
40, no. 4, July-August, 1962 and cited in Richard Barnet and Ronald
Muller, Global Reach: The Power of Multinational Corporations,
New York, Simon and Schuster, 1974, p.30. One page 21 Barnet and
Muller quote the Chairman of the Unilever Corporation as saying:
“The Nation-State will not wither away. A positive role will have
to be found for it.”
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The theoretical core of this study is thus an analysis of the
way in which a taken-for-granted framework has been drawn
upon, and at the same time directed or managed. The creation of a
transnational-national interlock is treated as one aspect of the
broader process of cultural management that prompted one com
mentator to conclude that in the 1980s “Mining companies and
multinational corporations will be central to the formation of a
new Australian identity”.9 It is the contention of this paper,
however, that the novelty lies not in the possibility of a new inter
presentation of Australian identity, but in the increasingly self-con
scious and managed mode in which it is constituted. To flesh this
out the discussion is based around a descriptive analysis of the un
folding story of Esso’s advertising through the 1970s and into the
1980s. But first it begins by attempting to place the campaign
within its historical and cultural-structural context, with an
elaboration of some of the theoretical issues, themes and problems
highlighted by such a study.
*

*

*

*

There are strategic reasons for beginning with an elaboration
of the context. Esso’s advertisements cannot be studied as hermetic
texts, closed codes of meaning which of themselves determine a
preferred reading.10 Advertisements remain incomplete in their
meaning, for both active interpretation and even “passive under
standing” of the ads depend in large part on the cultural setting
in which they are read. This highlights the significance of Esso’s
campaign where developing, themes are drawn directly from the
milieu which is to be influenced. An interplay between the
advertisement and its context is set up, such that not only does
the cultural context give meaning to the advertisement, but the
advertisement begins to give meaning to the culture upon which
it is drawing. The “preferred” meaning comes to appear natural,
and the advertisement appears to be doing no work. In this sort
9. Richard White, Inventing Australia, Sydney, George Allen and Un
win, 1981, p.171.
10. See Stuart Hall “Encoding/decoding” in Stuart Hall et.al. (eds.),
Culture, Media, Language, London, Hutchinson, 1980, pp.134-138.
The use of the metaphors “code”, “text”, and “reading” is intended
to allude to semiological theory and its treatment of culture and
ideology as structured in a homologous (even identical) way to lan
guage. See for example (Dave Morely’s critique “Texts, readers,
subjects” in Hall et.al., ibid., pp.163-173. A recent cautious appro
priation of semiology in the Australian context can be found in
John Tulloch’s Australian Cinema: Industry, Narrative and Meaning,
Sydney, George Allan and Unwin, 1982.
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of advertising a thematic approach supplants the emblematic era
when Vegemite was vegemite, Nugget was bootpolish, and the
Esso tiger was . . . in your tank. Esso becomes a concerned
corporate citizen abstracted from its particular economic-national
roots but relevant to all.
From the premise that advertisements have a specific history
and draw* upon (and reproduce) a specific cultural-ideological
tradition11, we must reject the tendency of some semiological
analysis to characterize meaning systems as able to be constructed
unconstrainedly from an unlimited fund of possible referential ties
or signifier relations. As the links between the dominant, intended
meaning of the advertisement and its cultural context are
lengthened the credibility of those links become more tenuous.
(What, for example, are Australians to make of McDonalds
parading as the “great Aussie bite” with the Big Mac flag flying
on the same pole as the Australian ensign?) It is thus an under
lying assumption of this essay that referential ties are socially
framed rather than wholly arbitrary in character. Furthermore,
my reference to “intended meaning^’ is intended to reassert the
role of the producer of advertisements without suggesting that cul
ture is simply imposed from above. It rejects a tendency in
semiology to formalize and universalize systems of signification,
which brackets out the significance of intentionality and “author
ship”.12

The C ontext: Australia’s “New Nationalism” from the
1960s into the 1970s
Under the heading of “The Context” I want to sketchily
examine the roots of the “new nationalism” and question the popu
larly forwarded proposition that it arose as a response to the Whitlam government’s ascension to power. In the period prior to 1972

11. - This implicitly calls into question the structuralist dichotomy between
the synchronic (the structured and static) and the diachronic (or
historical and dynamic) with its emphasis on the former as primary.
12. While Barthes’ famous phrase “the death of the author” rightly sug
gests- a rejection of the goal of hermeneutic theory to ascertain the
true meaning of a text, like Leavisism it becomes an overreactive
expunging of the relevance of the author. See John Lechte’s un
critical appropriation of Barthes in Politics1and the Writing of Aus
tralian History (Melbourne Politics Monograph, 1980, pp.7) as an
example of this.
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nationalism was • being redefined--to . accentuate: ;middle class,-;.
suburban, populist, consumerist, entrepreneurial ;and develop
mental dimensions; The mining boom became.the “Rediscovery;,
of Australia” and. Australia became the “Lucky Country”. ; Esso’s /
legitimation of its, involvement in Australia,.{hough o n .one level;
antithetical to Labor’s pronouncements qf economic nationalism, :;
became, part of the same process -of the self-conscious utilization,
expansion and. consolidation of the new nationalism.
The early period of the Whitlam government certainly e m -'
bodied a new pride, and optimism in the future of Australia;' As
one journalist wrote in summation of Whitlam’s first hundred
days:..';.;'. ..... i
,
v
If you want to put a label on it, the New Nationalism.,does as, well-,
as any. Call it that, or a greater spirit of national identity,‘of ari’
, increased,1,sense of Australian purpose,-, or whatever,. but unless ..you’re
.a 67 year old mining magnate, who’s a member . of the League P.f.
'
. Empire Loyalists you’re aware of a certain feeling of national self”
respect these days. . . . Gough Whitlam has personally had an :
important effect on Australia. He has been responsible for reviving /
■the,-frustrated and almost impotent/Australian- nationalism.13.

But, since the 1960s, there had been the stirrings of" a ’ rfehewe'd
Australian self-consciousness. The teffn “new nationalism” 'h ad
in fact been ip circulation since the early period o fith e’Gorton
government.14 When in 1968 an Australian nafiorial anthem, and'
flag quest committee rah a competition, Ampdl Petroleum
featured a three minute television film as a tribute Ho Australia
Day, saluting' “oiir land”. Ampol had consolidated itself ?as “i f e
Australian company”. Its anthem Set to the. tune of “Waltzing
Matilda” began:
... Here in this God given land of ours Australia, . 1 ,. .
This proud possession our own piece Of earth,
That was built by our fathers who pioneered our heritage,
Here in Australia the land of our birth.
f
God bless Australia, our Land Australia,
?
Home of the Anzacs, the Strong and the free, :
•’•••' ;
It’S our homeland, our own land to cherish for eternity, God bless Australia the land of the free.*5 '

: It will become apparent, when we come to examine the adver
tising of Esso and other transnational corporations with Australian
13. Robert ;Drew, quoted in Graham Freudenberg A Certain Grandeur-,
Melbourne, Sun, 1977, pp.265-266.
:
14. Donald Horne’s article on Gorton in tbs Bulletin October 5; .1968;
' i and an ’ Observer, “If Mr. Gorton wants to waltz with Matilda he
should say so”, Bulletin, August 15, 1970.
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subsidiaries, that similar themes rec u r: concern for the land,
“our homeland, our own land” is translated and expressed as
environmental concern; there is an attachment to Australia’s
heroic past; and a consanguine interest in Australia’s future
strength and security, freedom and independence; In the late
1960s however, transnationals evoked none of Ampol’s patriotic
chauvinism. One of Ampol’s commercials of the period tied the
“Australian” company into our Nation of Sportsmen with an
Australian Olympic sprinter moving toward the tape in slow mo
tion agony. The slogan read: “The will to win-—we know it well
in Australia” . Only in 1982 after a sustained and sophisticated
advertising campaign. Colin Simpson eulogized in 1971 about a
its capacity as “National Sponsor of Australia’s Commonwealth
Games Team” .
The years leading to the election of the Whitlam government
have been characterized by Donald Home as a time of hope and
a time of threat.16 It was a period of challenge to the “lost
generation” of the Menzies era. Conventional assumptions of the
naturalness of empire loyalty, elite rule, and, to a lesser ex
tent, the inevitability of smooth progress to capitalist modernity
and national maturity, were questioned. The caustic exposure
of the banality of suburban life by culture critics, such as Barry
Humphries, was submerged under a wave of assaults on what was
seen as the stultifying orthodoxy of the “Establishment” . New
issues— Vietnam and conscription, pollution control, urban re
newal, racism, sexism, and “quality of life”— became the uneven
focus of a highly fragmented and essentially liberal protest move
ment.17 However, despite forays into the land of the counter
culture to plunder snippets of language and hew symbols, the
challenge did not ran very deep. It was more a time of hope and
15. Later in 1968 Ampol. followed up the tremendous interest in the
film with a 45 record featuring Banjo Patterson’s “Waltzing Matilda”
and Jack O’Hagen’s “God Bless Australia”—“A contrast between
the old and the new”. The record sleeve waxed nationalistically
that Ampol did this “in the belief that on hearing this music the
Australian people would respond to a proud song about a proud
country”. It is interesting that Donald Home thought the Australia
Day tribute sufficiently significant to quote the refrain of “God Bless
Australia” in Time of Hope, Australia, Angus and Robertson, 1980,
p.154.
16. The title of the first chapter of Time of Hope, ibid.
17. On the ideological and theoretical poverty of the militant protest
movement of the late 1960s see Richard Gordon (ed.), The Aus
tralian New Left, Melbourne, Heinemann, 1970, passim. Also Stephen
Alomes, “Cultural Radicalism in the Sixties”, Arena 62, 1983,
pp.28-54.
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issue-oriented reformism, than a time of threat to the “Australian
way of life”. The widening of the national self-criticism which had
surfaced in the late 1950s was accompanied by an intellectual
crisis in the radical nationalism of the old left.18 As the left became
more pessimistic about the capacity of “average” Australians to
transcend the contradiction of their middle-class consumerism and
new found social conscience, the space open for critical cultural
discourse was taken up by radical conservatives such as Home,
Peter Coleman, and Craig McGregor. These “New Critics”19
became associated with a new nationalism, a “middle-class”
nationalism.
The New Critics reconstructed the roots of Australian
nationalism. Writing in the pages of Quadrant and the Bulletin,
and organized around the Australian Committee for Cultural
Freedom, they merged the challenge upon “Right Establishment”
adherence to monarchy and a ruling class of graziers, with a chal
lenge to the “Left Establishment” nexus of nationalism, working
class values, and anti-capitalism. In 1967, Geoffrey Blainey
articulated a new connection that was beginning to gain wide
acceptance: he suggested that Australian nationalism had always
had an important middle-class and entrepreneurial component.20
The definition of nationalism was thus moving to the point where
it would no longer seem incongruous that large corporations,
including, eventually, transnationals like Esso, would advertise
themselves through reference to their Australianness.
An important dimension of the new nationalism was the
mining boom, and this had significant implications for Esso’s
advertiisng campaign. Colin Simpson eulogised in 1971 about a
New Australia, suggesting that the mineral boom had led to the
conscious necessity of rethinking what it meant to be Australian.
18. See Tim Rowse, Australian Liberalism and National Character, Mel
bourne, Kibble Books, 1978, pp.239-245, and Ian Turner’s revaluation
of .the tradition in his article, “Australian Nationalism and Australian
History”, Journal of Australian Studies, no. 4, June, 1979, pp.1-11.
19. Term first used by Warren Osmond, The Dilemma of an Australian
Sociology, Melbourne, Arena, 1972. See also Rowse’s excellent dis
cussion ibid., Chapter 5.
20. Geoffrey Blainey, “The New Australia: A Legend of the Lake”,
Meanjin, vol. 26, no. 4, 1967. Peter Coleman in his introduction to
Australian Civilization: A Symposium, had earlier drawn attention
to a “Counter-Revolution in Australian Historiography” which re
jected the narrowness of the radical-left interpretation because it
“tossed too many Australians onto the ‘dust heap of history’ and left
the survivors in a sort of spiritual desert”. Melbourne, Cheshire,
1962, p.7).
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In the first section of his book; propitiously entitled “Decade*,of
the Drill”, Simpson opened with a claim that was quickly be
coming a cliche: Australia was being “rediscovered”. In May;
1970, “Speculator’s Diary” a regular column in the Bulletin had
been entitled “Who discovered Australia?” and included the quip
that “oil companies of the likes of Esso have discovered us boun
tiful in out reserves of oil” .21 Simpson suggested more significantly
that we were entering a new age: .
Australia has been virtually rediscovered in the recent years since
1960. The hew exploration of the continent .' : i has uncovered '
vast hoards of mineral wealth, along with reservoirs of oil.; It is
no understatement to say that the country that stepped affluently
:; . into the seventies was a New Australia. - Rediscovery of what
Australia amounts to has happened before. ., . , [however], let us .
hot belittle history by equating the deep-boring drill with the wave
cutting prow of Cook’s barque, the seismic-gear plumbing the earth
by sound waves with the great navigator’s sextant cocked at the
sun; and we do not have to see new Endeavours in the-shape Of:,
floating oil rigs.22
■

In the light of Simpson’s, caution it is ironical that by 1982 Esso
had named its new semi-submersible rig, the “Southern Cross” .
Mike Willesee has told us that “just as the starry constellation was
a guide to early sailors, it’s- hoped that the Southern Cross will
be a guide to new. oil’and gas . . . vital to Australia’s future”,
perhaps as important to Australia as the old Southern Cross. The
increasing centrality of the theme of exploration—-discovery
throughout the period of Esso’s hew advertising campaign will be
discussed later in a more detailed exegesis of particular Esso ad
vertisements. The theme draws upon (and supplants) cultural
heroes like Burke and Wills as Esso becomes the “new explorer” .
21. In an issue of the Bulletin, May 2, 1970, commemorating the bicentenary of'Cook’s "discovery” of Australia. In the same issue AWA
(Australian owned Amalgamated Wireless Australasia) began their
ethnocentric advertisement “AUSTRALIA. Discovered by Captain
Cook. Developed by Australian Enterprise” An ad. by the
American-British Company Comalco also in the same issue simply
asserted “Comalco is discovery”. But the theme goes back further
for a BHP advertisement in Quadrant, November 1968, depicted an
old mariner’s globe of the world, and was headed “The Golden 60s,
Australia’s Second great era of discovery”.
22. Colin Simpson The New Australia, Sydney, Angus and Robertson
(197 i ) 1972, p.6. See also the panegyric by Jonathan Aitken in
Land of Fortune: A Study of the New Australia, London, Seeker,
& Warburg, 1971. These can be compared to the more critical as
sessments of John Hallows, The Dreamtime Society, Sydney, Collins,
1970; Ronald Conway, The Great Australian Stupor, Melbourne,
Sun, 1971; Ian. Moffit, The U-Jack Society, Sydney, Ure Smith
1972. "‘■:'
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Australia’s “coming of age” in the late 1960s described by
Colin Simpson, John Gunther and others, was a surface recon
struction within a framework of stronger, deeper, and continuing
links, between Australians and their embedded assumptions of
what it meant to be “Australian” ; it was nevertheless significant.
Australia moved from being the “Quiet Continent” (as the title
of Douglas Henry Pike’s book written in 1962 would have it) to
a positively defined version of Donald Horne’s gently deprecatory
phrase “the Lucky Country”. The phrase continues to be used
in the 1980s.
The advertising of transnationals in Australia was both a re
flection and agent of the shift. Conzinc Riotinto of Australia Ltd.
(CRA), at that time over eighty per cent owned by RTZ of the
United Kingdom, proclaimed in 1969: “We are entering the most
momentous and exciting period of Australia’s history. . . . The
challenge confronting CRA at this time is a big one . . . . par
ticipation in the unfolding of Australia’s growth and develop
ment!”23 The chemical transnational, BASF Australia, was
similarly enthused about its role in Australia’s development:
“Australia is a young country on the move. New industries are
being established constantly. Huge new mining ventures are pro
ducing for world markets. . . . BASF is geared to this develop
ment”.24 An Ampol advertisement at the time voiced a hestitation
within the terms of national sovereignty, but it did not question the
ideology of development. It self-interestedly asked:
Our Lucky Country, or the world’s happy hunting ground? They
call Australia lucky. They’re right. Almost overnight enormous
natural resources have been discovered in our country. But Aus
tralia’s share of this wealth is too small. Sure, we needed some
help, but aren’t we too inclined to “leave it to the other fellow”?25

A related indication of the “new nationalism” was the use of
maps of Australia in advertising: it had been in vogue in the early
part of the century,26 and was now revived, notably by a number
of non-Australian companies including Esso. Cable Makers of
23.
24.
25.
26.

Jobson's Mining Year Book for 1969, p.67.
Bulletin, November 28, 1970.
Bulletin, April 18, 1970.
See for example Mimmo Cozzolino, Symbols of Australia, op. cit.,
pp.19-23. Interesting recent examples of the use of the Australian
map in advertising has been by Suzuki Hatch (Japanese) “The
Toughest Little Vehicle Around Australia” (The Age, 30 March,
1982) and Golden Fleece (A Member of the Caltex group of com
panies) which depicted a cooked steak in the shape of Australia with
singe marks delineating state borders (Herald, 5 April 1982).
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Australia (seventy-eight per cent British) moved from an implicit
association with Australian nationalism and development in the
late 1960s, to their use in the early 1970s of a large topographical
map of Australia to provide the back drop to their new slogan:
“Wherever electric power is needed for Australia’s national de
velopment, CMA Cables play their part”. More recently their
theme has become more dramatically simplified: “We power Aus
tralia. . . . Make the Connection CMA”.27
The Australian Labor Party came to power in the context of
problems appearing in this ideology of developmentalism. Firstly,
in 1970-71 there had been a short-term stock market collapse
in mining shares exacerbating the tendency for foreign takeover.
The reaction to this was a complex contradiction: on the one
hand there were direct appeals to the nationalism of Australian
shareholders and calls for government regulation of foreign in
vestment; on the other hand, where there were mutual interests of
foreign and local businessmen, there was advocacy for the recog
nition of the necessity of “risk capital” and technological transfer.
The Whitlam government inherited this paradox and assimilated
it within an argument about the national interest. As such Rex
Connor’s mineral policy combined nationalism and developmen
talism.28
Secondly, there was the realization that unfettered develop
ment entailed environmental costs. The Australian Conservation
Foundation, set up in October 1965 under Sir Garfield Barwick,
affirmed in a 1971 publication that “ours is a mineral civilization”
in which extractive industries have provided the basics such as
security and leisure, but concluded that "some parts of our en
vironment and heritage, however, must be retained for science,
recreation, or use in the more remote future”. Conservation was
thus in the “national interest” ; in the “long-term interest of the
overwhelming majority of present and future Australians”.29
Articles in the Bulletin with such titles as “Conservation v the
miners”, and “Pollution: the cost of clean living”, evidence the
growing debate, but conservation and mining became compatible
under this banner of “national interest” .
27. Jobson’s Mining Year Book for 1969; Jobson’s Mining Year Book
for 1970 (also 1971 and 1973); Bulletin, August 11, 1981.
28. For some suggestive comments on the roots of Connorism see Nonie
Sharp “A Management Internationale”, Arena 35, 1974, pp.50-59.
29. Australian Conservation Foundation, “Conservation and Mining in
Modem Australia”, Viewpoint paper no. 6, August 1971, pp. 3, 12.
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Labor came to power offering a vision of a New Australia a t ,
a time of perceived crisis in national identity. Included in its pro
gramme of carefully managed modernization were expanding
social services, rapid development in arts and education, and pro
tection of the environment. Whitlam was received as the
modernizer, the coming man. Even some of Labor’s most tren
chant critics explained away the ongoing process of social
engineering through reference to a passing stage of “technocratic
laborism”.30 Problems were swept aside by the policy makers and
their focus became the “programme”. It had a calculated middleclass appeal, and, skirting any suggestion of broad socialist recon
struction it moved towards common ground with the conservative
populism of the late sixties New Critics. The new nationalism
became closely associated with the arts— emphasised by Whitlam
in terms of a general initiative designed to “help develop a national
identity through artistic expression and to project Australia’s
image in other countries”31— and it became associated with
national sovereignty over resources. The Australian people were
to be restored to their rightful places “as owners and keepers of
the national estate and the nation’s resources”.32 R. F. X. Connor,
the shambling Minister for Minerals and Energy, gained unchar
acteristic eloquence as he defended a policy of economic
nationalism: “In the future”, he stated, “there will be no give
away of kingdoms, empires or principalities”.33
30. See Geoff Sharp’s editorial “Liberation Incorporated” and related
articles which approach the process of technocratic management
from various perspectives in Arena no. 32-33, 1973; Bob Catley
and Bruce McFarlane “Technocratic Laborism—The Whitlam Gov
ernment” in E. L. Wheelwright and Ken Buckley (eds.), Political
Economy of Australian Capitalism Vol. 1, Sydney, ANZ Book Co.,
1975; Bob Catley, “Socialism and Reform in Contemporary Aus
tralia” in Wheelwright and Buckley (Eds), Political Economy of
Australian Capitalism Vol. 2, Sydney, ANZ Book Co., 1978; and
Rowse, op. cit.
31. Australian Council for the Arts Annual Report, 1973, p.9.
32. ALP Policy Speech, ALP, 1972. Giving substance to the rhetoric,
the Labor Government in 1973 appointed a committee of enquiry
chaiied by R. M. Hope. The Committee recommended the formation
of the Australian Heritage Commission to administer the National
Estate and in 1981 a 1167 page register of Australia’s natural and
cultural environment was published. Ironically this book The Heri
tage of Australia was . sponsored by H. C. Sleigh (owned by the
American company Caltex since May 1, 1981: see Business Review
Weekly August 15, 1981) and CRA (partly owned by the British
company RTZ). And as Peter Spearrit points out (National Times,
October 4, 1981) the book glossed over political battles and has
taken on bi-partisan respectibility.
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Transnational corporations responded quickly to these chal
lenges. R. W. Connell writes that:
In the dispute over foreign investment in the early 1970s the con
cept [of the national interest] was vigorously revived, and there
followed a wave of synthetic nationalism that infected manufac
turers, miners, the media and government itself reaching a peak of
silliness in a competition for a new national anthem. . . . Multi
national miners, as well as BHP, vanished beneath a cloud of
advertisements stressing their essential Australian-ness.34

Connell’s assessment exaggerates the extent and homogeneity of
the trend, though he is right about its direction. It has however,
taken until the 1980s for the commercial manifestations of this
nationalism to regain momentum. Paradoxically held in abeyance
by the internationalist-nationalism of the Whitlam government the
new nationalism was inadvertently given a stronger base.35
In 1981 John Ray, an empiricist sociologist, said that the
signs of the new Australian national pride are all about us. He
pointed to the government-sponsored “Advance Australia” cam
paign, patriotic themes in commercial advertising, and the fervent
flag flying of the 1980 Federal election campaign, all examples
of media propelled nationalism. Nevertheless, he concluded from
the findings of a survey taken in 1974 which showed public atti
tudes to Australia to be generally positive, that “the present era
of Australian patriotism is not just a media created mirage. Love
of country is indeed a strongly held sentiment among the Aus
tralian population at large”.36 While this may well be correct it
is misleading, for it implies that private sentiment is in this case
separate from the public ideology. On the contrary, to use Ray
mond Williams’ phrase, ideology is a lived system of meanings
33. Connor quoted in Bob Catley op. cit. p.30. However as Catley and
McFarlane (1975, op. cit. p.262) suggest, the Whitlam economic
model entailed selective encouragement as well as discouragement of
foreign capital. In 1973 Sir Alan Westermann head of the Aus
tralian Industries Development Corporation spelt out the criterion
for “welcome” foreign investment: the most important condition was
that it be “technologically progressive”.
34. R. W. Connell, Ruling Class Ruling Culture, Cambridge, Cambridge
University Press, 1977, pp.124-125.
35. This is a rejection of Donald Horne’s claim that “new nationalism”
died with the end of the Whitlam government: Donald Horne
“National Identity in the Period of the ‘New Nationalism’ ” paper
presented to the Australian Studies Centre conference “Nationalism
and Class in Australia, 1920— 1980” September, 1981.
36. lohn I. Ray, “The New Australian Nationalism”, Quadrant,: January,
1981, p.62.
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and values. The present nationalism is certainly not a mirage,
but this does not preclude the proposition that advertising, both
government and commercial, has played a significant role in
stimulating its momentum. In the light of the relationship be
tween government-sponsored nationalism and commercial nation
alism it is wortti briefly referring to their recent joint exercises in
societal marketing.

The State and Cultural Management
In August 1979 a campaign based on the slogan “Advance
Australia” was launched by a business-government committee
called Project Australia (PAC). The campaign arose out of a
report submitted to the Government in 1978 by the Australian
Manufacturing Council. PAC’s self-designated, but ambiguously
non-specific goal, was to inspire “people to think Australia, think
positively, and accept greater personal responsibility for the ad
vancement of Australia” .37 Despite obvious commercial interests,
with representatives from such companies as Mobil Oil, Dunlop,
and Mitsubishi, the committee has included Geraldine Paton, the
publisher of The Australian, Barrie Unsworth, secretary of the
Labor Council of NSW, and the pre-prime-ministerial Bob
Hawke, even then a purveyor of national reconciliation and con
sensus. Project Australia can be described as a spiritual extension
of the “Buy Australia” campaigns of the 1960s, and, to go further
back in Australian history, the 1920s “Buy Australian-Made”
campaign and the “Great White Train” which left Sydney in 1925
on a twelve month tour of NSW country towns to exhibit Aus
tralian manufacturers.38 But rather than concerned only about
the sale of commodities “Advance Australia” is essentially a com
munications campaign. As one of the directors of Monahan
37. “Advance Australia” No. 1, November 1980, p.l, quoted in Amanda
Lohrey, “Components of the New Patriotism”, Island Magazine No.
7, June, 1982, p.2.
38. Stuart Ewen in Captains of Consciousness: Advertising the Social
Roots of the Consumer Culture (New York, McGraw-Hill, 1976)
has traced the formation of consumerism and cultural and scientific
management to this period of the 1920s; see also Ann Stephen,
“Agents of Consumerism: The Organization of the Australian Ad
vertising Industry 1918-1938” Media Interventions September, 1981;
for the announcement of the Australian-Made Preference League’s
•Exhibition Touring Train see Industrial Australian and Mining
Standard, July 9, 1925.
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Dayman Adams (MDA), creators of “Advance Australia” adver
tisements, said: “We sell ideas. All we are doing is using TV as
a Trojan horse”.39
“Advance Australia” is structurally and thematically a hyper
trophy of the Victorian government’s “Life. Be in it”, another
MDA creation. The research for both campaigns was conducted
by a Melbourne company called Task Quantum, and the public
relations firm for both was International Public Relations. “Ad
vance Australia” has a similar social merchandising form to “Have
a Go Australia” (Sydney, late 1978) and “C’mon Aussie, C’mon”
(Kerry Packer’s World Series Cricket, 1978-1979).40 PAC, which
is advertising through the Australian Government Advertising
Service (AGAS), an organization with a budget in 1980 of more
than $15 million not including the budgets of statutory bodies
such as Qantas, took over the “Norm” character from “Life. Be
in it”. Norm’s theme has become overt nationalism. He is sup
ported by John Newcombe of “bewdy Newk” fame, the man who
also advertises Wilkinson Sword razor blades as “Set to change
the face of Australia”.. Norm sings:
I want to “Come on Aussie”,
I want to “have a go”,
I don’t want Australia to be a failure. . . .
Chorus:
There’s a million things that you can do
to help head off the crunch,
from hit your nail right on the head
to skip your business lunch. . . .
“So come on, come on Aussie”
“Beauty Norm” and “have a go”.
Let’s have a bash and have a shot,
be on the ball and on the dot.
Let’s pull together with all our weight,
if we’re going to make Australia great.
’Cause if we don’t it’ll be too late . . . (emphasis added)

Not only does the jingle indicate the government-commercial
interlock, it also makes explicit a point stressed earlier; adver
tising feeds into the cultural pool on which it draws for legitimacy.
That is, advertising not only takes up and re-creates commonly
held sentiments and cliches, but it can successfully draw upon
39. Gawen Rudder quoted in Jenni Hewett, “Work hard, keep fit, salute
the flag. . . . The Office of National Pride has a $15 million mes
sage for you”, Sydney Morning Herald, March 21, 1981.
40. See Phillip McCarthy, “ ‘Australia, Be In It” extravaganza project
stirs up squabbles”, National Times, June 9, 1979; also Stephen
Alomes “The ‘Advance Australia’ Con” in the new, left-nationalist
paper Southern Cross, No. 2, July-August, 1982.
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itself, or previously created advertising themes. In this ease
“Advance Australia” makes calculated use of the slogans of pre
vious nationalistic campaigns, and it has spawned further cam
paigns such as “Go Australia” and “Proud to be Australian”.41
In mid 1981, in accordance with the philosophy that “Advance
Australia” would be a private sector project. Advance Australia
Ltd. was established as a “nonprofit company” . Currently the
company is sponsoring the 1983 series of “60 Minutes”, a pro
gramming clone of the American CBS show of the same name
which was previously sponsored by BHP the “Big Australian”.
‘Buy Australian” advocates the advertisement. “It’s a beautiful
‘lucky country’: put your money where your heart is” .42
While the present Australian nationalism has not been simply
artificially produced, this government-corporate advertising is
paradigmatic bf what has been called cultural management.43
Cultural management in the case of the advertising examined in
this discussion is a process of steering44 by the elaboration of what
is already there. Paradoxically, it is concerned to provide a com
mon framework of meaning to a community in which there is a
tendency to privatization through a technological medium (tele
vision) which is itself part of that process of privatization. This
problem was recognized by the original research report for “Ad
vance Australia” conducted by a group at the Australian National
University: they identified “dissociation” as one of the major
social problems facing Australia and concluded that “the most
serious tactical problem in the project is the use of TV when TV
is one of the most potent contributors to dissociation”.45 This
has since been glossed over: television is put forward as the neutral
medium of transmission, the Trojan horse in our lounge rooms.
Senator Dame Margaret Guilfoyle pontificated at the opening of
the “Myer Salutes Australia” campaign that “when ‘Project Aus
tralia' began there were many skeptics. There were many smart
41. See Peter Ellingsen, “Patriotism put profits into admen’s pockets”,
Age, July 12, 1982. The Bulletin special survey on Advance Aus
tralia (February 2, 1982) bears evidence to the commercialism of
the- campaign.
42. C.f. Ampol’s 1970 slogan “Put your money where your country is”.
43. Gerry Gill “Cultural Management and Ideology in Consumer Society:
A Study of the Significance of the Media and Advertising in Ad
vanced Capitalist Society” M.A. Prelim. Thesis, Department of
Political Science, University of Melbourne, 1980.
44- Used in an extension of the sense of Jurgen Habermas’ Legitimation
Crisis, London, Heinemann, 1976.
45. Quoted in McCarthy op. cit.; see also Raymond Williams, Television:
Technology and Cultural Form, Glasgow, Fontana/Collins, 1974.
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articles which said that there was nothing in it. But we (the
Government) stood by the idea, and slowly it has taken hold, as
pride in Australia grows”.46 Since the PAC campaign began
Australians have been asked by Harry Butler to “Declare it for
Australia”; been told that we are “the Australians who own
Qantas, you’re one of them, yes you”; been enjoined by Aus
tralian public figures from Kerry Packer to Bob Hawke to support
those companies which exhibit a symbol showing that they en
courage their employees who have enlisted with the Australian
Army Reserve; and been asked to “Keep Australia Beautiful”, and
to buy Aussie bonds.
Commercial advertising has been in the vanguard of pro
moting the nationalist themes. In April 1981 the Australian
Association of National Advertisers ran a seminar on the value
of nationalism in advertising, but as suggested, the process had
begun long before. In the strengthening of this “sentiment”,
government and corporate advertising have been mutually rein
forcing. And their complementary nature has not continued
unrecognized, for to quote James Leslie, the Chairman of PAC
(as well as Chairman of the Australian subsidiary of the American
company Mobil Oil): “BHP’s image without doubt is the thriving
example of the message of Project Australia”.47 Foreign trans
national corporations operating in Australia have become an
integral part of this process. The connection to Esso is direct for
BHP— the big Australian”— is Esso’s partner in developing Aus
tralia, and the other, half of the circle closes, for Esso is a sponsor
of the Advance Australia campaign. I want to now turn to a
more general theoretical discussion of corporate advertising and
nationalism.

Corporate Advertising and Nationalist Mythology
The corporate advertisement is manifestly intended to be
“good to think with”,48 rather than to simply motivate consumer
46. Quoted in Hewett op. cit.
47. Quoted in Lohrey op. cit., p.4.
48. This is Edmund Leach’s translation of Claude Levi- Strauss’ phrase
bonnes d penser. Leach suggests that L6vi-Strauss is playing a verbal
game given the possible translation “goods to think” with (LiviStrauss, Glasgow, Fontana/Collins, 1979, footnote, p.121). How
ever, in corporate advertising there are no material goods being
offered.
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acquisition of a product. In a sense all advertisements evokefeelings, or more correctly evoke the “idea of a feeling”,49 which
is linked “naturally” to the commodity being sold. However,
although corporate advertising is integrated into the cultural/
symbolic frame of selling, it is not in fact selling. A new dimen
sion is added which links the corporate image into the ideology
in general. It is part of the creation of myth. Myth is created
in a way that appears to be constrained by the cultural tradition
which gives the advertisement its meaning; however advertising
continually creates new meaning even if only by the novel juxta
position of already generated myth.50 Advertising draws on an
already existent tradition which in Raymond Williams’ words is
a ‘deliberately selective and connecting process which offers an
historical and cultural ratification of a contemporary order”.51
Crucially, advertising has become a part of that process and thus
can draw on itself.
The advertising discussed in this paper is directed, paradoxic
ally, at the person as an autonomous individual who is at the
same time an Australian or one of a national community. The
individual lives and is a “subject” of the culture of nationality.
The concept of subject use in this sense suggests an individual
who is a subject of the realm, an Australian citizen in the old
sense, and yet each Australian is constituted as a member of that
larger community in a new way. Each Australian is foremost an
individual creating his or her lifestyle, impelled by the uneven
disintegration of the old, tight community-familial networks and
class attachments to actively construct a self-identity.52 Being
“Australian” is offered by advertisers, from the Hawke election
campaign team to the McDonald’s Hamburger consortium, as a
49. Judith Williamson, Decoding Advertisements, London, Marion
Boyers, 197k, p.31.
50. Advertising,, to use the language of Levi-Strauss, builds tip ideological
castles by fitting together signs “which require the interposing and
the incorporation of a certain amount of human culture into reality.”
(The Savage Mind, London, Weidenfeld and Nicolson, (1966) 1976,
p.20; and secondly it operates primarily on the level of signs rather
than concepts which have an unlimited capacity for referral. How
ever those signs have become abstracted from their cultural roots
through an abstract medium (the communication system) as abstract
form (in commodity fetishism).
51. Raymond Williams, Marxism and Literature, Oxford, Oxford Uni
versity Press, 1977, p.116.
52. See as an embodiment of this process and the way in which adver
tisers tap into and extend the notion of ‘self created identity’ The
Age Lifestyle Study, Melbourne, David Syme & Co., 1982.
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category of oyerbracing commonality, but within this identity (to
use the 1983 Kentucky Fried Chicken advertisement theme) “we”
are each as individual as Mark Richards’ surfing style.
The individual is already interpellated as an Australian prior to
aspects of the Australian image becoming the subject of the new
nationalist advertising. These images are drawn from a national
mythology or culture created as an ongoing ideological process of
active self-definition. In corporate advertising which appeals to
national sentiments, Australians are being presented an image of
Australia they already accept: thus we are being (re)presented
with an image of ourselves. We are being asked to make a con
nection between the transnational corporation and Australian
cultural-economic life. However, because the advertiser is part
of a process of selective tradition, transnational corporate adver
tising, which promotes the feeling of national identification, is not
so much making false connections between a foreign company
and an indigenous national heritage, as presenting the indigenous
activities of the transnational as both naturally in its host’s national
interests, and naturally part of its host’s national mythology.
The advertising of a company such as Esso cannot be said to
be simply re-creating the current Australian nationalism to include
itself, because in effect Esso’s advertising has, over the last ten
years, been a part of the process, albeit not measurably significant
in itself, which has (regenerated and heightened what has come
to be called the new nationalism. Esso has never explicitly called
itself Australian. Of the other companies mentioned in this dis
cussion only BHP and Ampol make that assertion. (GMH is a
more ambiguous case to which we will return.) This raises the
issue of the unsatisfactory nature of any definition of Australianness in relation to corporate ownership. This was highlighted in
an article in the Melbourne Sun entitled “Big—but not so Aus
tralian”53 which reported that foreign ownership of BHP was
approaching 25 per cent. The Fraser government’s “Australianization” concept, first coined in 1978, gives Australian subsidiaries
of foreign companies the appellation of “Australianized” or “Australianizing” with its attendant financial benefits, according to the
extent to which they meet the criterion of Australian shareholding
equity and a majority of Australians on the board of directors.54
53. Sun, August 8, 1981. The Age, August 8, 1981 ran an article called
“Big ‘foreign stake’ in Big Australian”.
54. See Terry McCrann, “Dinkumisation is the next step in Australianization”. Age, July 2, 1981; Age, April 29, 1981 and August 13,
1981; Business Review, Vol. 2, No. 12, March 22, 1981; Courier
Mail, August 25, 1981.
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Nationality here is forwarded as a sub-category of the increasinginternationalization of capitalism.
Equally, defining a product, practice, or idea as Australian
can be ambiguous. For example Ampol, the Australian Motorist’s
Petrol Company first begun in New Zealand in 1931, initially
financed in Australia by a Rockefeller bank and partly owned by
the American corporation Caltex Petroleum, in 1981 produced
an advertisement ,where the letters A M P O L were transparently
superimposed over the words:
The Indigenous Australia: The Pie Floater The Holden Car The
Koala The Kangaroo The Tomato Sauce Bottle The Backyard The
Waltzing Matilda Barbeque The Middy And The Schooner The
Takeaway Chinese The Queensland Muddie The Blow Fly The Sturt
Desert Pea The Ring of Confidence . . . The Blue Poles . . .
The Australian Company56 (emphasis added).

Each phrase is identifiably Australian and has a history, but
the list includes Australianisms that have been created by trans
nationals advertising in Australia. I want to look briefly at two
of these. The “Ring of Confidence” was a phrase used by the
American company Colgate-Palmolive to help develop its present
60 per cent of the Australian toothpaste market. Colgate adver
tisements in 1981 heralded their brand as “The most trusted name
in toothpaste in Australia” and officiously concluded that “This
announcement has been placed by Colgate in the interests of
Australian dental health”.56
The “Holden Car”, a product of the American company
General Motors, is a cultural product of GMH’s advertising and
marketing campaign, established as cars became a fetishized
dimension of the “Australian Way of Life”.57 The Holden became
an Australian institution. This was reinforced in various govern
ment and commercially sponsored publications such as Frank
Clune’s cliche ridden bestseller about roaming Australia in a
Holden, published in 1953, which unashamedly extolled both
Australia and the Holden, “a symbol of Australia’s maturity and
ever growing self-dependence”.58 Since it first went into produc55. B. & T., March 15, 1981.
56. Age, September 8, 1981; see also “Toothpaste giants set for battle”,
Age, September 10, 1981.
57. See Richard White, “The Australian Way of Life”, Historical
Studies, Vol. 18, October 1979, pp.528-545; Richard White, “Every
man and his Holden” in his Inventing Australia, op. cit. Peter
Poynton, “Always Crashing in the Same Car: History of the Aus
tralian Car Industry”, Arena 52, 1979, pp.63-90.
58. Frank Clune, Land of Australia: Roaming in a Holden, Melbourne,
Hawthorn Press, 1953; see also “Frank Clune The People’s Author”,
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tion at Fisherman’s Bend it has always been “Australia’s own
car”.59 However the establishment of the Holden as a mytho
logical representation of essential Australianness has allowed a
subtle but important shift to occur. Prior to the 1970s it was
advertised by defining it as Australian— as “Australia’s own car”.
But during the early period of the “new nationalism”, by an in
version, Australia itself came to be defined by association with
the Holden. Australia was reduced to the advertising jingle “foot
ball; meatpies, kangaroos and Holden cars. They go together
under southern stars”.60 The jingle represents a conceptual asso
ciation of contiguous images in which each element gains meaning
in terms of its implicit relationship with the other. Through this
relationship a single image has the connotative depth to symbolic
ally represent or signify Australia.61 The advertisement “Qantas,
the spirit of Australia, the flying kangaroo”, is indicative of this
linking process. The GMH advertisement highlights a further
dimension— the internationalization of advertising technique—
for ironically the jingle is a revised form of that first used by
Chevrolet in the United States. In 1975 it was exported from
Australia to New Zealand where “kangaroos” was replaced by
“kiwi birds”.
Parade, November 1971. This book was in the mould of a well
established tradition in travel writing which included such whim
sical titles as Australia through the Windscreen (1936); see Alistair
Thomson, “Images of Australia in the ’Thirties: Literary Travellers
and the ‘Ideology of Travel’,” unpublished paper, 1982.
59. Even the Australian editorial for March 19, 1983 headed “Whatever
happened to the FJ Holden”! does not question the meaning of the
concept of an “all-Australian” car. With the Camira, GMH has
linked into a worldwide plan for the production of a so-called “world
car”, but the editorial is concerned rather that “the concept of the
people’s car, the Holden, has gone with the inability of GMH to
keep up with the world technological trends”.
60. In 1981 and 1982 the advertisement, first used in the early 1970s,
was revived for GMH’s sponsorship of the live telecast of Mel
bourne’s V.F.L. Grand Final; 1981 was the first year that the
Victorian Football League incorporated the Australian flag in its
logo. The commercial began with a sepia still of an F J . Holden,
followed immediately by a photograph of the Australian flag. Then
a kaleidoscope of Australianisms followed including: John Newcombe jumping a tennis net, a Holden driving down a dusty ‘outback’
road, a barbeque, Aussie rules football, the Opera House, and koalas,
with the voice over, “this commercial is brought to you by football,
meatpies, kangaroos and Australia’s own. ........ .”
61. In the language of semiology the jingle can thus be described as a
metonomy-synechdoche.
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By 1981 “Institutions: The Holden” could be one of the
subjects for the television documentary series “This Fabulous
Century” .62 Similarly the “Middle of the Road Show”, a play
written by Peter Finlay later in the same year, was a self-con
sciously proclaimed attempt to explore the myth of Australian
identification with the Holden and its investiture as a cultural
symbol. Indeed self-consciousness about cultural reproduction
and national identity was further opened up in a recently pub
lished book written by Richard White which was organized
around the relativist notion that our “identity” is an invention.
There is no point, he maintains in “asking whether one version
of this essential Australia is truer because they are all intellectual
constructs, neat, tidy, comprehensible— and necessarily false”.63
This comment is more suggestive of a partial insight into the pre
sent phase of cultural management than helpful in an analysis of
nationalism.
While it is possible to trace the historical roots of particular
constitutive elements in Australian culture, such as the Holden, or
to follow more generally the development of Australian nation
alism, explaining the “meaning”, significance and hold of nation
alism is far more intractable. Despite the extensive attention paid
to the concept,64 it is theoretically underdeveloped. Michael Roe
argues that nationalism is an ideological creation rather than an
instinct or a natural law, and goes on to suggest, as Richard White
Would, that the “ethic creators” imposed this doctrine upon their
portrayal of Australia rather than their nationalism being based
62. This Fabulous Century May 13, 1981 (incidentally produced by the.
American group Hanna Barbera). Peter Luck, its presenter, in com
menting on the Holden said that “Maybe Americans had a better
idea of what Australians wanted than Australians themselves”. An
other Peter Luck - Hana Barbera production called The Australians
has as its theme song “I still call Australia my home” sung by Peter
Allen an Australian expatriate living in California. This song was
played alongside the Australian National Anthem at the V.F.L. 1981
grandfinal.
63. White (1981) op. cit. p. viii. For a discussion of the problematic
nature of White’s theoretical position see Paul James, “Inventing
Australia” Arena 61, 1982, pp.161-168.
64. Prominent works include: Hans Kohn, Nationalism, Its Meaning
and History Princeton 1955; Frederick Hertz, Nationality in History
and Politics: A Study of the Psychology and Sociology of National
Sentiment and Character London, Kegan Paul, 1944; Leonard Doob,
Patriotism arid Nationalism New Haven, Yale University. Press, 1964;
Kenneth Minogue, Nationalism London, Batsford,. 1967; Anthony
Smith, Theories of Nationalism London, Duckwork, 1971.
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on an empirical reality.65 Emphasizing in this fashion the inven
tion or production of nationalism plays down its deeply embedded
nature. Further, I would maintain that although such sentiment
has been fostered and invoked ideologically for particular ends,
nationalism is not merely a corpus of symbols and beliefs imposed
upon acquiescent “cultural dopes”. Nationalism is a feeling of
commonality and belonging, of unity through cultural-historical
ties which by habitual representation come to appear natural and
timeless. It is to this process of becoming taken for granted
which Roland Barthes is referring when he says myth transforms
history into nature, or Antonio Gramsci centres on in discussing
the “naturalization” process in commonsense understanding.
Coming to a similar point Anthony Giddens approaches nation
alism against a
backdrop of the time-space transformations by means of which
the ‘created environment’ of urban space becomes the habitat of
individuals in capitalist societies, and the nation-state the dominant
‘power container’. . . . The dissolution of the foundation of
society in relations of presence substantially replaces the grounding
of those primordial sentiments in tradition and kinship by a more
routinised, habitual round of ‘everyday life’. This is one point of
intersection . . . between notions of ‘mass society’ and the theory
of the commodification of time and space deriving from Marx.66

With the increasing tendency towards individuals being priva
tized, autonomous and self-validating, the taken-for-granted
sentiment of nationalism is ceremoniously grabbed and pushed
into greater prominence as a relatively enduring framework of
ontological security. In such a transformation, accentuated in
contemporary Australia by economic crisis, national solidarity is
pushed as a prescription for survival. The Challenge to Australia
Committee, launched in May 1982, urged that we throw off
defeatism and put aside selfishness to become a vigorous workhouse. The editor-in-chief of The Australian said in October that
the country was suffering more from a crisis of spirit than from
economic malaise. And recently a letter to The Age suggested
the answer “rests with Mrs. Australia, Miss Australia and Mr.
Australia to ask sweetly a simple question when making a pur
chase or obtaining a service: ‘Is this made in Australia?’.”67 Thus
65. Michael Roe, “An Historical Study of Australian Nationalism”,
Victorian Historical Magazine Vol. 42, No. 4, November 1971,
p.670.
66. Anthony Giddens, A Contemporary Critique of Historical Materia
lism Vol. 1 Power, Property and the State, London, Macmillan, 1981,
p.193. See also Nonie Sharp, “Nationalism and Cultural Politics”,
Arena 43, 1976, pp.58-77.
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as anchor lines of the habitual are frayed, nationalism becomes
highlighted.
Corporate advertising has linked transnational companies to
Australian nationalism by a more conscious process of a naturali
zation of signified meaning. The acknowledgement of the Clemenger advertising agency that advertising is an ideological battle
evinces this point. They lament that:
Regretably these is little data available from Australian corpora
tions about the impact of image advertiisng. . . . (W)e believe
that secrecy has no merit and that open disclosure can be helpful
to other companies which have been reluctant to step into the
public arena, and indeed, beneficial to the business community
as a whole. The competition is not another brand—but another
ideology/6S (emphasis added).

Insight into the construction of the ideological can be intuitive,
and particularly when, in instrumentalizing pre-existing cultural
symbols, the corporate advertiser overstretches the credibility of
new connections, the possibility of “seeing through” such connec
tions is further enhanced. This was the case in the patently
discordant campaign of the United States owned coal mining, com
pany Utah, which in the mid-1970s linked Australia—Lucky
Country— Utah without doing the long-term cultural work of a
GMH or Esso. Australian expatriate Rod Taylor was flown back
from Hollywood to voice such sentiments as “I don’t know why
people call this country the wide brown land, but I do know why
they call it the lucky country. . . . You see Utah Development
Company has been mining coal in this area for only ten years.
Now they’ve become Australia’s largest exporter of coal”.69 Start
ing with the tension between Taylor’s American accent and the
Australianization of Utah, the campaign was counterproductive.
The National Times’ article “Utah: Backs Australia All the Way
to the Bank”70 was indicative of a generalized response. More
67. On the Challenge to Australia Committee see the series of articles
in the Australian beginning May 8, 1981; Editor of Australian
quoted October 16, 1982; letter to the Age November 12, 1982.
See also the outpourings of conservative scholars of corporation
land such as Herman Kahn and Thomas Pepper, Will She Be Right?
The Future of Australia, St. Lucia, U. of Q. Press, 1981; and G. O.
Gutman, Retreat of the Dodo: Australian Problems and Prospects
of the 80s, Canberra, Clouston, 1982.
68. Clemenger, op. cit., p.42.
69. Four Corners transcript “Utah”, 1977 p.134. See also the brief dis
cussion in Len Fox, Multinationals Take Over Australia,' Sydney,
APOC, 1981, pp.73-74.
70. June 20, 1977.
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recently BP’s 1982-83 “Quiet Achiever” advertising campaign has
begun to be graffitized as the “Quiet Deceiver” campaign.
However despite the possibility of insight into particular cam
paigns which “fail”, new nationalism is a more thoroughgoing
process, such that even when there is a recognition that the state
and commercial interests are “artificially” promoting Australian
nationalism, the tendency is still to say that we should all pull
together and look to our deeper, more real national ties. Insight
into the broader hold of the new nationalistic advertising can best
be initiated through a concrete analysis of a campaign which
“works”, and to this end the last part of this article turns to a case
study of Esso’s advertising in the 1970s and its development into
the 1980s. It starts therefore at the point at which the section
entitled “The Context” leaves off. Within the chronological exam
ination is an attempt to illustrate thematic parallels to other
transnationals’ advertising in Australia.

The Early 1970s: Esso-Technology-Environmental Compatibility
In 1970 when Ampol was crassly admonishing Australians
to “Put your money where your country is”, Esso’s advertising
was subtly issue-oriented. Apart from a sexist promotion for the
Esso chemical Rust-ban the company’s projected image was of
social and environmental responsibility. Changing the name of
the first well “spudded in” by Esso-BHP in 1964 from “Esso
Gippsland Shelf No. 1” to “Barracouta” had initiated a policy
of naming wells after fish; this policy, in December 1970, pro
vided the basis of their advertising campaign. BHP commissioned
Roy B. Doyle to illustrate for their “Marine Life Series” (read
oil well naming series). Beginning with the Yellow Tail Kingfish,
Seriola Grandis, paintings of Australian aquatic life became the
feature of advertisements appearing in the Bulletin and elsewhere
through the early 1970s. It may have been simply a reaction
to the Victorian government’s refusal in April 1970 for permission
to build a crude oil pipeline under Port Phillip Bay and a union
black ban on Esso’s proposed ethane pipelines, but it was probably
also a response to that burgeoning, predominantly middle-class
phenomenon, the conservation movement. In 1971 the movement’s
peak body, 'the Australian Conservation Foundation, had brought
out a register of 320 conservation groups active in Australia.71
71. See Peter Manning’s articles in the Bulletin such as “Conservation:
What, for Whom, Where and Why”, May 8, 1971.
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One advertisement of the period began with the heading “Esso
calls it Halibut but the seals call it home”. It continued:
The fact is, this offshore oil production platform has become the
centre for a new marine community. First the weeds and crus
taceans grew on the platform, then the fish came around to feed.
The increase in fish brought the seals. . . . Because of this
thoroughness and care, Halibut, one of Australia’s most important
oilfields, has become a permanent home for many creatures of
the sea.72

Another advertisement was headed “One tree [i.e. oil rig] doesn’t
make an orchard”,73 but the false modesty did not continue, for
in the text it was stated that the Kingfish, with its “neighbours”
Halibut and Barracouta would be supplying over 60 per cent of
Australia’s oil needs. The portrayal of the oil rig is interesting
here. From a ubiquitous symbol of technology it goes through
a metamorphosis. Its intermediate stage as a “tree in an orchard”,
and later more explicitly “a reef of steel”, ultimately becomes
naturalized to the point where in 1981, when setting up a new
rig, Esso described the dumping of a prefabricated drilling plat
form off the Victorian coastline by drawing on biblical allusions
to the separating of the watery chaos to form land as the “Birth
of an Island”.
The advertisements of the early 1970s do not attempt to Australianize Esso. The Western Geophysical Company of America
is acknowledged for providing the photograph for one National
Geographic style advertisement which ran in 1973.74 The black
and white photo shows a sleeve exploder or “Aquapulse” being
lowered vertically into the ocean. A man of indeterminate
nationality reaches out over the sea to guide the cable and steady
the Aquapulse, a product of Western Geophysical. “Fish aren’t
shocked when Esso searches for oil”, assures the heading.
“Shocked” can be taken in two senses: the first is the literal and
physical reaction of fish to shock waves; the second has an an
thropomorphic connotation of the kind that allows an oil rig to
be called “home”, and leads to the commonsense conclusion that
if those most likely to be adversely affected by oil exploration
are not “shocked”, then there is no cause for concern.
The language of the advertisement is pseudo-scientific. It is
assumed, and therefore remains unstated, that the search for oil
is both necessary and positive: during 1973-4 the OPEC cartel
72. Bulletin, August 22, 1970.
73. Quadrant, August, 1971.
74. Jobson’s Mining Year Book 1973, also 1975/76.
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increased oil prices fourfold, and Australian petroleum consump
tion during preceding years had been growing at a rate of up to
10 per cent per annum. By likening the expanding sleeve of the
aquapulse to an innocuous “instant balloon” the advertisement
draws 'the readers attention away from the multitude of other
environmental problems associated with offshore oil drilling. The
notion of expanding” is echoed in the concluding aphorism: “Esso
EXPANDING AUSTRALIA’S ENERGY”. Thus Australia
connotatively becomes synonymous with the expanding sleeve,
guided and steadied by the man of indeterminate nationality.
However this is an ambiguous connection, for the technology is
very clearly non-Australian. A resolution, or at least mediation,
of the opposition Australia-American technology is found in
Esso’s status; it is both American and a part of the expansion of
Australia.

The Mid to Late Seventies: Esso’s Technology— Australia’s
Future
During the period of the mid to late 1970s Esso consolidated
itself as associated with the development of Australian oil-energy
independence and vital to Australia’s future. By 1978 Esso rated
highest of the mining and mineral exploration companies in public
familiarity and favourability. As Geoff Selby Adams of Esso’s
public relations said, the company was keen to respond to the
public’s different perception of the issues involved each year, and,
to elucidate those concerns of the Australian people, surveys were
conducted triannually.75 Respondents to a survey by the Clemenger advertising agency76 at the end of the decade defined a “good
company” to include the following attributes (unranked):
* Doesn’t try to create a demand for products which society really
doesn’t need.
* Is environmentally conscious.
* Is mostly owned by Australians.
* Makes decisions locally and with concern for people and com
munities.
* Is honest in its dealings with public and in advertising.

This differed considerably from the 1975 Clemenger Report
findings, for, all of the above attributes, except for “honest forth
right advertising”, were new concerns. Although the oil industry
75. Kerry O’Shea, op. cit.
76. Jobson’s Mining Year Book 1976/77.
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had a poor public image, Esso was nevertheless regarded as. a
“good company”. And significantly, when compared1 with other
oil companies (who have pnly more recently begun image adver
tising campaigns) Esso was seen to be reinvesting most of its profits
in Australia; keeping the public informed; looking for solutions
to the future; important for the development of Australia; and
concerned about the welfare of Australians. These virtues are
coterminous with the language of Esso’s advertising during the
period, and this can be seen in the three advertisements from
1976, 1978, and 1979 about to be described.
The first, run through 1976-77,77 is simple graphically with
the text grouped around a vertically placed, old fashioned key.
The Esso insignia forms the head of this key and we are told
that the key is technology— “TECHNOLOGY: THE KEY THAT
IS UNLOCKING BASS STRAIT RESOURCES”. Therefore,
it is only through Esso that the key can be turned. The text
extends the positive connotations of technology from the adver
tising of the early 1970s:
Oil exploration and development demand a vast amount of tech
nology. Esso is supplying that technology gained from its worldwide
experience. The result is the highly complex equipment and plants
which bring crude oil and gas from the Esso-BHP fields78 to the
Australian consumer. Through Esso’s programmes, Australians are
learning new skills, and the whole country is benefiting from the
results of Esso technology, (emphasis added)

The key-technology because of its familiar cast iron style has
a history— an iconographic past. But there are two new aspects
to it: firstly Esso as the head of the key is supplying new skills
through technology gained from its international knowledge,
formed in the past but part of the present. Secondly the shape of
the end of the key conjures up a silhouette of an oil pipe-line
pressure valve. Again this new technology emerges out of the
traditional, familiar, and therefore legitimate past. Legitimacy is
reinforced by the implication in the text that Esso is “supplying”
what has already been “demanded” by Australia-as-consumer, as
part of a programme ensuring Australia’s technological indepen
dence. In fact it had the opposite effect for it allowed Esso to
harness BHP’s internal finances in an operation it effectively
78. Words associated with nature such as “plants” and “fields” seem
to be misnomers in the context of industrial operations. It would
be interesting to follow up the long etymological basis of this
. usage.
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controlled, and exacerbated a trend of technological dependence
in joint ventures,79 The nationalist connection is still undeveloped
in the advertisement, It is emphasized that the whole, country
is benefiting, but Esso is still the avuncular outsider. That Uncle
Sam’s image was relatively positive during this period was
evidenced by the celebration of the US Bicentennial in Australia,
and by the current popularity of the “You Need Uncle Sam”
commercials.
It is in the next advertisement80 to be examined that Esso’s
image began to be Australianized. After being mystified by the
heading, “Esso’s search for oil is more than just a search for
oil”, we are informed that “It’s a search for the answer to Aus
tralia’s oil energy independence”. It is only a short connotative
step to the equation: Esso’s role in Australia equals Australia’s
independence per se. Self-sufficiency in oil, and by implication
Esso’s exploration, are posed as necessary for Australian national
independence in general. The paradox that “we” depend on an
American transnational to guarantee national sovereignty is by
passed in a number of ways. The advertisement assumes the
importance of Esso’s historical place in Australia while question
ing the future: “It has been important in the past, now it’s vital
to Australia’s future”. There is the creation of an “alreadyness”
of “facts” which pushes the assumption of importance back in
time. If we accept the discussion of specific needs, then this
generalized conclusion about Australia’s past and future seems
naturally to follow. Further, while the appellation “Esso” is used
four times in the advertisement, “Australia” is used seven times;
and, more pregnantly, Esso and Australia are conjoined in their
mutually applicable ,pronoun “our”.
The central impact of this advertisement is the impression
that Esso is no longer an outsider. It speaks as an interest en
trenched “here”. This is important since a primary constituent
element of nationalism is a strong association with the locale.82
Esso goes further. The pronoun “it” in the last sentence of the
text— “It has been important in the past . .
— ambiguously
79. See for example Kosmas Tsokhas and Marian Simms, “The Political
Economy of United States’ investment in Australia”, Politics XIII
(i), May, 1978, pp.65-80; or more recently Greg Crough and Ted
Wheelwright, Australia: A Client State, Penguin, Ringwood, 1982.
80. Quadrant, November, 1978.
81. Williamson, op. cit., p.42.
82. See Michael Roe, op. cit., p.658.
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refers either to oil exploration or to Esso itself. This is, however,
more fully resolved than in earlier advertisements, for as the
concluding slogan connotes, Esso is “Energy for Australia” and
energy is Australian independence. Esso has become the media
ting category83 between Australia and its national sovereignty.
The next advertisement to be examined84 taken from 1979,
has a markedly increased sense of urgency. Esso, “The Risktakers” has realized that unless we find more oil “by the end of
the century we could be dependent on overseas suppliers for up
to two-thirds of our requirements”. Esso’s ostensible Australianness leads us to forget that it is also an overseas supplier, one of
the seven sisters involved in the artificially created scarcity of oil
during the late 1970s. Esso emphasizes the theme of financial
“risk” with no guarantee of success. This is underlined by the
photograph of a drilling rig which is no longer an anchored, stable
platform, but a mobile exploration vessel buffeted by swelling
seas.
Again it is taken for granted that Australia needs oil. But it
is stressed that we must “find it quickly. . . . Realizing the urgent
need Esso, in association with Australian companies is taking
these risks right now. At this very moment. . . . More than
ever. . . .” The connections are becoming more pronounced.
Esso: technology: risk: Australia: independence: security. The
references to time move from the first word in the text, “Today”,
quickly to the phrase, “by the end of the century”. This pattern
is repeated: “At this very moment . . . Esso . . . vital to
our future security”. Past, present and future are thus presented
as simultaneous.
This stress on the future and security in an insecure world
evokes a powerful response in the Australian setting,85 but it
also arises out of the nature of international capitalism. In
stability and impending crisis in the world economic order was
exacerbated by the new oil price shock-wave of 1978-79, and the
83. See Mary Douglas’ discussion of pangolin power” in Implicit Mean
ings, London, RKP, London, 1975; or Zygmunt Bauman, Culture as
Praxis, London, RKP, 1973.
84. Quadrant, November, 1979.
85. This is said despite the peculiar advertisement by Comalco (UK-US)
which concludes that “Franz Kafka . . . was preoccupied with
man’s fear and isolation in a dehumanized world. He obviously
never got to Australia”. Quadrant, July, 1980.
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conjunctural down turn of the United States economy.86 The
“future” became a common theme particularly in the advertising
of the extractive industries.
The Australian Mining Industries Council suggested in 1979
that miners are searching for
. . . the keys to all our future, that are waiting to be found.
They're working for the happier tomorrows that we’ve planned. . . .■
Let’s think about our future, Australia could be grand.
Mining is the future, so you must take a stand.
If you want Australia strong and free then, you will understand.
They’re the backbone . . . of the country now.

From the juxtaposition of this ideological exhortation and the
pictorial images of classrooms of children emerge the paradigms
of patriarchy and patriotism, with a strong connotative identifica
tion drawn between the production and processing of minerals
and the production and processing of children, our future.87
Similarly the American controlled mining conglomerate, MIM,
advertises that it “looks to the future”, “educating young Aus
tralians”. Echoing Esso, it conjoins future and present in the
claim that “At Mount Isa, you can see the future face of mining
now” .88 In this is also a trend towards personification of the
future. Citicorp inveigles its way into being “PART OF AUS
TRALIA’S FUTURE”, with the use of a map o f . Australia
peopled by working Australians including a glamorous young
woman wearing a construction helmet. The human factor in
Esso’s advertising was introduced during this period through the
inclusion of grimy, grim determined “rough necks” wrestling with
the drilling shaft, while Mike, Willesee wandered over the oil der
rick.
86. See Michel Aglietta, ‘“World Capitalism in the Eighties”, New Left
Review Nov.-Dee. 1982, pp.26 ff. on what he calls the “cohesion of
crisis’’', Also John Hinkson, “Cultural Perspective and Economic
Crisis”, Arena 61, 1982, pp.71-93.
87. For a development of these points see Ian Mills, “An Australian
Mining ‘Ad’,” Australian Journal of Screen Theory, Nos. 5 & 6 1979,
pp.82-104.
88. Fintincial Review May 7, 1979. MIM is the acronym for the Mount
Isa group of companies whose major shareholder is the -American
Smelting and Refining Co. w ith. 49 per cent of shares, see ; David
Hickie, “Anatomy of a Little Known Giant”, National Times July
26, 1981. See also ads placed more recently such as Age August
26, 1981.
89. See Bulletin, Sept. 15, 1981 pr the Age, Sept. 16, 1981. Citicorp is
wholly owned by Citibank U.S.A.
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Of the respondents to a Morgan Poll during 1979 who ex-*
pressed an opinion on Esso’s ownership, over twenty per cent
believed it to be an Australian owned company.90 It is significant
that this poll was taken before Esso’s advertising campaign had
established more explicit links with the Australian land, Australian
history and the Australian people. In the 1980s this came to be
markedly heightened.

Into the ’Eighties: Esso and Australia in Time and Space
In 1980 Esso opened with a new theme— the Australian land
scape— but it was an extension rather than a break with previous
advertisements. The full colour photograph of this advertisement91
depicted the dramatic yet subtle nuances that soft light gives to
the Australian outback. The land is rough and dry with scaly
textured rocks heaped in the foreground, but it is also delicate
with desert grasses catching the low-angled sunlight. The rocks
and dry grasses mark the edge of a shallow pan of fissured clay
where once water would have lain. Across a gibber plain in the
distance, the eye is led to a prominent escarpment which but
tresses Esso’s heading, superimposed on a blue sky: “A new
watering hole for a big Aussie thirst?” The eye is also imper
ceptibly led in another direction. Faint impression of wheel tracks
lead through the claypan, and veer off to the left, passing a red,
corrugated iron water drum. It was a fascinating discovery to
me that the only “sign” of human culture replicated the theme
of Australia’s natural need. The text makes no denotative con
nection between Esso and the land, but the photograph is connotatively sufficient. The text reads:
Australia’s thirst for oil grows daily and we don’t yet have the
oil resources to meet this increase. Continuing oil exploration is
vital. Galilee Basin in central Queensland may be one of the
places,to help slake Australia’s thirst. . . . Although the costs
and the risks are high Australia has to find all the oil possible.
By the end of the century this thirsty nation will be using over
800,000 barrels of oil each day. It is a high risk, high cost venture
to find a new watering hole for an increasingly thirsty Australia
(emphasis added):

The same sense of urgency is continued from previous adver
tisements. The pronoun “we” is still ambiguously interchangeable
between the subjects Esso or Australia, but now more satisfactorily
90. Bulletin, July 3, 1979.
91. Bulletin October 21, 1980.
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refers to both at the same time. Australia as the designated sub
ject could be replaced by Esso. The assertion of earlier adver
tisements that energy is “vital to Australia’s future” is given a
natural basis, for Australia’s need for oil is represented as synony
mous with the thirst for water of a naturally parched landscape.
Locked beneath Australia’s scarred, almost dead carapace lies
the natural means to slake Australia’s thirst.9? However, whereas
Esso implies that there may be energy reserves hidden beneath an
unproductive landscape, advertisements in the early 1970s such
as that by CRA boasted the replacement of nature by culture,
“opening up the Australian emptiness; turning hitherto, wasted
areas into national assets with a future”.93 The difference can
be explained by the passage of time. Esso in 1980 is responding
to findings, such as published in the Clemenger Report that there
has been a shift in public sympathy “from mastery over nature,
towards living in harmony with it” . We are living in the age of
Harry Butler, OBE, naturalist, 1981 Australian of the year, and
corporate consultant.
The key to Esso’s message in this advertisement is the land: a
state of mind and a definable geographical area. It is both
Dorothea Mackellar’s sunburnt country94 and Esso’s Galilee
Basin. This is the Australia captured in the title of Eleanor
Dark’s Timeless Land, and revived in the television series of the
same name also shown in 1980. It is an image entrenched in
the Australian idiom, the “Interstitial Plain”,95 with roots in the
92. The “big Aussie thirst” has multiple connotations which tie Esso
into the Australian culture. Drinking beer (or Big M) is the “great
Australian pastime”, with Foster’s Lager now culturally interna
tionalized as the “big beer from down under”—much earlier Foster’s
had featured an Advance Australian Lager (in an advertisement in
Australian Farm and Home September 20, 1923). Esso’s joint ven
turer BHP defines itself as “the big Australian”, an appellation appro
priated from Elder GM’s advertising of the early 1970s.
93. Jobson’s Mining Year Book for 1971 p.4. See also ACI’s “Not so
dead centre”, Bulletin October 31, 1970; or Caterpillar’s: “It looks
like a lot of Australia looks. . .. . Something that Nature tossed off
in anger. As devoid of promise as it is of life. But it will stay that
way only until someone discovers its secret”. Bulletin 1970.
94. See BHP’s use of Mackellar’s work in their “Song of Australia”
series in which “contemporary Australian art” was commissioned “in
an endeavour to re-capture the spirit expressed by our traditional
poets”. Bulletin April 24, 1971.
95. It is the plain which borders all plains but has no existence of its
own: Gerald Mumane’s novel The Plains, Melbourne, Norstrilia
Press, 1982.
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nationalism of the 1890s when, as Patrick Morgan documents,
the quintessential Australian element was the land:
. . . a carte blanche on which anything one desires can be im
posed. Immersion in Australia’s natural beauties is like being
present at the morning of the world. Australia is a ‘recordless
land’, preserved in its pristine state down through the aeons of
time.96

This mythical relationship of Australians to the land is a
tradition to which many transnational advertisers contribute.
With Esso however, they do not merely draw upon it, but have
become central in maintaining and reconstructing its significance.
For example, one of CRA’s advertisements in their 1981 “Or
dinary Australians” campaign, affirms that “one of our most
essential resources is Frank Hughes’ eyes. . . . For twenty-two
years now he’s had his eyes close to the ground. Lived it. Breathed
it. Explored and Discovered it.” In this inferred symbiotic nexus
between CRA and the ground, the earth is anthropomorphized as
a life-giver. Mobil Oil commissioned Geoffrey Dutton to write
Patterns of Australia and used his words to imply a more sensuous
link to the land:
There is something sexual in the relation of people to their country.
People talk of loving or hating it, or its being ravished or raped,
In such terms Australia is not an easy romantic conquest, but a
creative force, an adversary, who says; don’t call me by those loving
names show me you really love me.97

British petroleum convey their connection to the Australian
land in an intentionally less dramatic way. Double page adver
tisements during 198198 presented an “unassuming little plant”
called Polycarpus Spirostilli or the copper flower. “Copper flowers
are not easy to find, being a solitary type of plant that prefers to
get on with the job of growing quietly by itself . . . an indication
of the presence of copper. For the last three years, an oil company
has been qhietly getting on with the job of exploring northern
Queensland,” BP thus assumes the mantle Copper flower. It
96. Patrick Morgan, “The Paradox of Australian Nationalism”, Quad
rant, March, 1980, p.7. . T. Inglis Moore similarly concludes his
Social Patterns in Australian Literature with the words: “In this
spiritual geography the patterns of our society, our national tradi
tions, . . . have been ultimately born of the land”. (Melbourne,
Angus '& Robertson, 1971, p.320.)
97. Quadrant August, 1980. This draws on an old theme. For example,
D. H. Lawrence reinforced the language when he wrote: “Australia’s
like a poor prostitute and the Australian just bullies her like dirt”.
(Kangaroo, London, Heinemann, 1960, p,74).
98. Age, August 17, 1981.
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grows quietly out of the earth, its life dependent on copper ele
ments which indicate the presence of a resource that “could mean
prosperity for Australia”. In calling itself the quiet achiever BP
draws on the earlier boom .of the 1960s when the Godzone, You
Beaut Land, Lucky Country emerged from being The Quiet Con
tinent. Henry Pike’s phrase was reaffirmed in a biography written
in 1969 called The Quiet Australian. In 1981 BP contracted a
23 year old Queensland stockman, Richard Martin, as the new
“Quiet Achiever-Quiet Australian”. Their television commercial
concluded with a revolving outline of Australia which transforms
into the BP insignia.
The map of Australia equals the insignia of BP as the Quiet
Continent equals the Quiet Achiever.
Whilst the attachment of foreign owned companies to the
Australian landscape is made in many diverse ways, the themes
remain predictable. The French company, Total, congratulates
itself on the building of a solar powered Truck Stop outside a
small town in outback NSW “as good thinking in the sunburnt
country”.99 Peugeot, recalling its 1953 win in the first Redex
around Australia car trial, Uses a photograph of a new Peugot
505 enveloped in clouds of bulldust to assert that theirs is “The
luxury car that’s as tough as Australia”.300 GMH infers that its
car belongs to a more real Australia. The voice-over for one of
its TV commercials, which leads one to expect images of city life,
is juxtaposed with humorous irony against the depiction of rural
Australia, its cultural opposition. The final scene is of a Com
modore driving at dusk and seemingly transuding out of a huge
orange sun. As if re-enactments of the sun, the car’s lights have
a kindred colour and intensity. The car appears as a product of
the sun, a familiar Australian icon, and moves away from it with
out increasing the space which connects them. The slogan “Ford
Australia— We’re Moving With You” articulates GMH’s pictorial
image. Pacific, an American-Japanese-Australian owned company,
makes more blatant use of colour to make the nationalist con
nection. Their jingle is accompanied by typically Australian
scenes, and sung to the meter of traditional bush ballads:. “The
colours of Australia; they have a different hue. No other country
99. Bulletin, August 18, 1981.
100. Bulletin, September 1, 1981. Similarly Olympic tyres are advertised
as “Tough as all Australia”, Bulletin February 14, 1978, and Suzuki
as “The toughest little vehicle around Australia”, Age, March 30,
1982.
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has them; they belong to me and you. And when you want to
reproduce those colours; there’s a company called Pacific. It’s
true blue”. And the Anglo-Duteh oil sister Shell draws on a re
lated cultural cliche in their metaphoric appropriation of the
Australian outback; they proudly claim to have played a part in
rejuvenating Australia’s performing arts, where, “Once upon a
time Australia was regarded as a culural desert”.101
Esso’s exploration for oil has a further dimension comple
menting its connection to the land. It is beginning to situate itself
in relation to Australian history. One recent advertisement102
quotes two lines from Banjo Patterson penned 80 years ago: “With
the derricks up above us and the solid earth below, we’re waiting
at the lever for the word to let her go”. Esso is presently en
gaged in the Galilee Basin on seismic studies and a drilling pro
gramme, and in the “Banjo Patterson” advertisement it makes
great play on the coincidence that the local pub is called “Clancy’s
Overflow”. In 1861 Burke and Wills chanced to pass through
Galilee Basin and this became grist for another advertisement.103
Its layout is dominated by a sepia photograph of four horsemen
in 19th Century period costume. They look out over a vast plain.
The sepia tonings suggest authenticity and history. It is markedly
changed in appeal from the harshness of the advertisement in
the early 1970s where the photo was courtesy of the Western
Geophysical Company of America. However, we know that the
sepia photograph was not taken in 1861, and despite the careful
attention to historical detail, we know that it is a modem re-enact
ment of the culturally alluring and ill-fated mission to cross the
inner void. Esso proclaim,. “We’re now exploring under the land
that Burke and Wills passed by”. Thus in a double re-enactment,
the photographic re-creation of the saga points to the metaphoric
new explorers, “hopeful explorers” who recently extended this
theme by calling their newest rig in Bass Strait the “Southern
Cross”.
101. Quadrant, August, 1980. Esso’S sponsorship of the arts has extended
from the International Music Festival, staged in Melbourne in 1982
as the opening event of Moomba (Age February 9, 1982), to support
the Sydney production of “The Fall of the House of Usher” early
in 1982. On this “cultural vacuum” and its natural homology in
the centering of antipodaiity in the desert or the “interior” see Paul
Foss, “Theatrum Nondum Cognition”, The Foreign Bodies Papers I,
August, 1981, pp. 15-38.
102. Time, March 29, 1982.
103. Age, May 22, 1981.
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The synchrony of past and present occurs through the text:
* description of the past:
“Over 120 years ago Burke and Wills braved harsh condi
tions to explore. . . .”
* cross over point:
“And it’s here today that another group of hopeful explorers
can be found”.
* description of the present:
, “Esso and its partners are looking for oil. . . .”
* past-present-future:
“Will oil be found at Galilee? Nobody knows. But like our
. early explorers Esso and its partners hope for a discovery
that will benefit every Australian” .
The past-present theme is accented by a second, small, and this
time colour photograph which replaces the sepia horsemen by a
convoy of trucks. Because these vehicles are moving across an
area covered in tall yellow grass (as opposed to the rocky terrain
in the main photo) they take on the appearance of a group of
wheat headers harvesting a bountiful crop. Esso’s advanced
technology yields new resources passed over by our mythical
heroes.
The persistence of heroic Australia was foreshadowed b y ,
C. E. W. Bean in 1911 when he wrote that the “mysterious half
desert country where men have to live the lives of strong men . . .
will always be there to help the Australian form his ideals”,104
however, he could not have predicted that the new prophets would
emerge out of the advertising of transnationals.105 A few brief
examples will give an indication of the trend. BP have attempted
to dig up an Australian folk hero in William Knox D’Arcy, the
patriarch-nationalist who “fathered 2 sons, 3 daughters and
104. Quoted by Allan Ashbolt, “Australian Man and his Myths” in his
Australian Experience, Sydney, Australasian Book Society, 1974,
p.31. See also Geoffrey Serle’s From Deserts the Prophets Come,
Melbourne, Heinemann, 1973.
105. See Richard White’s prognosis (op, cit., p.171) of the centrality of
mining companies and MNCs in the formation of a “new” Australian
identity.
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one of the world’s major oil companies”.106 Ritmeester tells us
that “Before discovering Australia the Dutch had already de
veloped the art of miking fine cigars”.10'? In a television com
mercial for J.R. International, two ockers standing either side of
a boab tree identify themselves as Burke and Wills “in search of
great Australian discoveries”, Comalco point out the kafkaesque
metamorphosis from “the great tradition (when) . . . Australia
rode to prosperity on the backs of sheep”, to the present when
the sheep is developing an aluminium fleece.108 And to extend
the diversity of the examples, American Express sponsored the
1981 Aboriginal Art Exhibition. Earlier, one of their advertise
ments had pictured the Australian section of the National Gallery,
Victoria, in which the central painting is replaced by a framed
credit card bearing the signature of Sidney Nolan.109 Ironically
the man who has been described as the myth-maker who gave
Australia a gallery of near-heroes from its past110 is used as part
of revised mythology. One of Nolan’s heroes, Ned Kelly, appeared
through 1981 in advertisements for the American transnational
Kodak.
Two further Esso advertisements111 of the 1980s extend and
abstract the company’s involvement in Australia through time
and space. That they are intended to be received interchangeably
is indicated by their intercurrent publication, and by their repli
cating style, colour and layout. One advertisement shows a
Landsat-2 Delta rocket thrusting above a pastel hued earth. It
claims this personified “eye in the sky [this realized ‘pie in the
sky’] can examine the Australian terrain in minute detail . . . it
can Scrutinize an area as small as a suburban building block”.
Esso reaches into our backyards, but at the push of a technological
button it can encompass “a landscape the size of greater Sydney,

106. Age, July 27, 1981. Geoffrey Blaimy’s The Rush that Never Ended,
portrays D’Arcy as a less than laudable character.
107. Bulletin, October 28, 1980.
108. Quadrant, August, 1981.
109. Time, March 5, 1979. On the 1981 exhibition sponsored by Ameri
can Express and organized by American businessman Alan Chris
tiansen, former President of Utah, see Age, March 19, 1981; National
Times, March 22, 1981; and Sandy Kirby, “Aboriginal Art and the
New Patrons”, Arena 60 pp.28-36.
110. Craig McGregor, Profile of Australia, Ringwood, Penguin, 1968,
pp.259-60.
111. Quadrant, May, 1981; Age, June 8, 1981.
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geographic warts and .all’!:. The space of the outback where Esso
will “help satisfy Australia’s future energy needs” is linked to the
city. Furthermore as technology moves into a universal and ab
stracted space it provides the means for passage through time.
Esso’s technology propels Australia into a starry future. The
phallic Delta rocket, strangely not carrying the Landsat-2 satellite
as would functionally be its sole purpose, thrusts diagonally out
and up, as a creative force, paring the stars like spume. A con
tinuing concern for the environment is implicit in the depiction
of the world as soft and pure. The other advertisement with its
heading “Developed 150 million years ago” takes us back to the
time when, like the projected future, the world is a soft com
position of pristine pastel hues. A dinosaur plods past a reel of
photographic film,112 a product of natural gas. Esso and Australia
are the natural inheritors of resources slowly developed aeons ago,
and in building a processing plant at Longford Victoria, Esso is
thus culturally continuing a natural process that will take Aus
tralia into the future. Cultural symbols such as th e '“land”, the
“desert”, the “suburban backyard” become abstracted as Esso
lifts Australia into a universalized space and time.
The final advertisement to be examined113 is used here as an
analytic culmination, but Esso’s advertising continues into the
eighties expanding many of the themes presented in this paper.
The advertisement dramatically entitled “Birth of an Island”
draws broadly on already established themes, such as the natura
lization of technology and concern for the environment, expressed
in the naming of the rig “West Kingfish” or “steel island”. There
is a continuing emphasis on Esso’s investment and risk in main
taining Ausralia’s economic independence. And there are re
iterated time-space connections to Australia.
The photographs for the advertisement show a sequence in
which the prefabricated oil producing platform slides off a barge
into the sea, eighty miles off the Victorian coastline on 1 August
1981, at exactly 3.14 p.m. The event is placed precisely, as if it
has significance in itself. Thus, a “vast steel island” is bom and
“the ‘birth’ was spectacular”. As previously suggested it takes on
112. Probably by coincidence, but perhaps by design, Esso was the
sponsor of the exhibition “Dinosaurs, from , China” at the National
Museum of Victoria from October 1982 to February 1983, and
Kodak Film was one of the supporting corporations.
113. Bulletin, September 15, 1981.
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biblical significance, for as the text reads, “Calm a moment before.,
the sea became a churning white whirlpool” ; it appears to reverse
the Genesis creation myth when God separated the watery chaos,
and commanded it to be gathered together in one place allowing
dry land to appear. Likewise, perhaps reflecting the biblical
separation of night and day, the advertisement inexplicably pro
nounces that it was later in a “critical night-time operation” that
the act continued. Given Australia’s common appellation “the
island continent” and Esso’s recurring phrase “the birth of an
island”, their synthesis as the “Rebirth of Australia” is a con
ceivable connotative resolution. If so, the national attachment
of previous advertisements has culminated in a re-creation of the
host. Esso has universalized its temporal and spacial connection
to Australia. Has it pretentions to becoming its creator and
sustainer?
As Australians we are more proud of the physical attributes of
our country than of any political, economic or social dimension;114
and it is upon this sort of cultural knowledge that Esso has been
drawing over the last decade. As writings in Arena have often
asserted the new terrain of struggle reaches into the level of our
cultural grounding.
The “people”, the “nation”, and “Australianness” are areas where
the hold of anachronistic mythologies is of key ideological im
portance. Understanding the development of arbitrary ideologies
within cultural artefacts, across social relations, means careful
historical analysis of images which are dialectical precisely because
they are unstable, constantly being redefined and overdetermined
in their symbolic recuperation of the past.115

Through the knowledge industry, powerful bodies like business
corporations have gained increasingly sophisticated access to the
“sentiments” of the Australian populace. This knowledge, which
is continually being reassessed in opinion polls and advertising
think-tanks, has been utilized in a series of attempts at cultural
engineering. Companies such as Esso have embarked upon long
term corporate advertising campaigns. They begin with, but ex
tend beyond, the goal of engendering a good company image. As
has been discussed, this has involved making new attachments to
already powerful themes in Australian culture: Australia as a
114. Vicvot survey, 1981; data held by the Department of Political
Science, University of Melbourne.
115. Richard Osbourne, “Interpreting Popular Literature” Arena 60, 1982,
p.98.
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developing, maturing nation; Australian identity as emerging out
of . the land, the desert and elaborated by the early poets— Henry
Lawson, Banjo Patterson; Australia as explored by its earliest
cultural heroes such as Burke and Wills; Australia as a sporting
nation; and Australia as an island, insecure and urban fringed,
island continent. Esso’s investment in the future thus reaches into
the process of our cultural formation. Using the cultural remnants
of an old nationalism appliqued onto a new fabric., transnational
corporations have begun a reconstitution of the category of nation.
The Holden is becoming a “world car”, and Australia is becoming
a world customer even as the new nationalism is confirming its
commercial success in the Advance Australia— Buy Australian
campaign sponsored by state and business. The new nationalism
is but one aspect of a broader process of cultural management to
which we need a long-term response.
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